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Yoga and Mindfulness for Self-Regulation  

A Course for Pre-K and Kindergarten Educators  

Course Overview:  

1. Welcome! Harmony Song  

2. Presenter Introduction & Background   

3. Course Resource Guide Booklet:  

Part One: Resource Guide Overview  

Part Two: Introduction to Kids Yoga and Mindfulness  

Part Three: Breathing Tools 

Part Four: Warm Up Activities 

Part Five: Yoga Poses  

Part Six: Games for Connection and Community  

Part Seven: Relaxation Time  

Part Eight: Preschool Applications  

Part Nine: Articles, Resources & Yoga Supplies  

4. Part Ten: Guided Relaxation for Educators  

5. Thank you! Harmony Song  

*** Please contact us after the Course if you have any questions at info@harmonykidsyoga.com*** 
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PART TWO: INTRODUCTION 

You can begin Yoga time by Singing The Harmony Kids Yoga Song with your Class: (This is a repeat after the leader song) 

*Free Download Available on Website* 

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my mind” (hands on head) – Children repeat “Harmony in my mind”  

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my words” (hands beside mouth) – Children repeat “Harmony in my words”  

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my hands” (hold hands out in front) – Children repeat “Harmony in my hands”  

Teacher Sings: “And Harmony in my heart” (put both hands over heart) – Children repeat “And Harmony in my heart”  

Teacher Sings: “Yoga gives my body and mind…”(hands into fists, roll in circles, arms raised over head & palms open on 

word “mind”) – Children Repeat “Yoga gives my body and mind…” 

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my heart” (both hands over heart) – Children repeat “Harmony in my heart”  
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PART TWO: INTRODUCTION (continued) 

Yoga is an energy healing practice. The word Yoga means “union” indicating that the purpose of yoga is to unite ourselves with our highest nature 

or our true self - uniting our body with our mind. Until this union takes place, we identify ourselves with our limitations--the limitations of the body, 

mind, and senses.  

Mindfulness is a mental state achieved by focusing our awareness on the present moment, while calmly acknowledging and accepting our feelings, 

thoughts, and bodily sensations. Being Mindful means maintaining a moment-by-moment awareness of thoughts, feelings, bodily sensations, and 

surrounding environment.  

Self- Regulation refers to the ability to manage one’s thoughts, feelings and behaviors in such a way as to maintain adherence to ones overall life 

goals and intentions. It’s an essential life skill.  

Yoga and Mindfulness teach us acceptance, meaning that we pay attention to our thoughts and feelings without judging them—without believing, 

for instance, that there’s a “right” or “wrong” way to think or feel in a given moment. When we practice mindfulness, our thoughts tune into the 

joy of the present moment rather than dealing with regrets from the past, or fears about the future.  

The main purpose of Yoga is “calming the cessations of the mind” and the purpose of Mindfulness is to become mindfully aware of our thoughts 

and feelings which allows us time to evaluate and Self-Regulate, resulting in thoughtful actions, rather than impulsive ones. Therefore, Yoga, 

Mindfulness and Self-Regulation go hand in hand beautifully. Yoga can make mindfulness and self-regulation possible and much easier for children.  

Yoga is a tool to achieve mindfulness and self-regulation. 

Continued…. 
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PART TWO: INTRODUCTION (continued) 

Kids Yoga and Mindfulness are a beautiful platform to introduce children to the benefits of the ultimate mind-body 

connection. In our experience, sharing these tools with over 200 children a week, children love these Yoga and Mindful tools 

because they instantly recognize how amazing they make their bodies, minds and hearts feel! In this Workshop you will learn 

to offer the children in your class a variety of kid-friendly breathing methods that enable children to learn to self-calm and feel 

confident in their ability to re-connect with their bodies when they are angry, upset, scared or over-excited. We will outline 

Yoga Warm Up’s and Poses that allow children to connect with a powerful and peaceful place within themselves where they 

find a new sense of stability, balance, control and confidence. You will also learn some Yoga Games that encourage children to 

interact peacefully and supportively within their classroom community. Finally, we will offer ways to have children enjoy the 

Yoga Rest, which offers a peaceful, Mindful moment that can allow children to release stress, anger, fear and worry from their 

bodies and come back to their natural state of centeredness and inner calm.  

General Tips on sharing Yoga with Children:  

1. Kids Yoga is: noisy, fun and will feel a bit uncontrolled! Expect outbursts of sounds and energy, expect the 

children to interpret the yoga differently, expect some kids to be uncomfortable at first, and allow them to come  

to it when they are ready.  Yoga can be an intense mind-body connection that is new to kids or challenging for 

kids with special needs, but they all get there on their own time. Isn’t that amazing!  

Continued… 
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PART TWO: INTRODUCTION (continued) 

General Tips on sharing Yoga with Children: (continued) 

2. We believe that when presented in the appropriate manner ANY child can do Yoga  

3. In Yoga there is no ego (no “I’m better at Yoga than my friends”), no judgement (“He’s not doing that right”), and 

non-competitive (“I want to be the best and the winner!”) 

4. Remember that there is no wrong way to do a pose. Poses will look different on different kids because our bodies 

are built differently, isn’t that wonderful!   

5. Yoga is gentle and should never, ever hurt. 
 

To Share with Children: “In Yoga like in life – we are all different – some stretch far, some stretch a little. 

Yoga is NOT a contest, and there is NO wrong way to do a pose. We don’t judge ourselves or others. The 

only wrong thing you can do in Yoga is hurt yourself. Yoga should NEVER hurt. When you stretch if your 

body feels tight, move back a bit, stay there and breathe in through your nose and out your mouth, then 

release the pose. Next time you’ll be able to go a little farther.”  

6. Please no inversions with kids (no headstands, shoulder stands etc.) or super challenging balancing poses (such as 

Crow Pose). Let’s keep expectations realistic, bodies safe and set them up for success.  

7. Please be mindful of YOUR own body when you’re teaching and leading, less is more!!  

Continued… 
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PART TWO: INTRODUCTION (continued) 

General Tips on sharing Yoga with Children: (continued) 

8. Recognize different Energy Levels – and meet them where they are! High Energy needs exaggerated movements, 

louder voice, BIGGER breaths. Low Energy needs gentle movements, quieter voice, gentler breaths. After 

relaxation “hold the space” by using a very gentle voice and breathing as kids may feel very open/vulnerable.  

9. YOU do not need to be flexible or an expert to lead yoga. By using the right word cues, keeping energy flowing 

and movements fluid, focusing on breath work (most important part) and encouraging the children in your class 

will give them all the direction they need.  

10. Please never critique children attempting breathing or poses or during a relaxation (for example if they’re 

wiggling or looking around) because we need to practice non-judgement when presenting yoga and allow the 

child to process the process in their own way and in their own time. They will come to it when they are ready! 

Please encourage them in their journey.  

11. Encourage, encourage, encourage and then….encourage some more!  
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PART THREE: BREATHING TOOLS 

 
Teaching Children Back Breathing is our #1 goal in Harmony Kids Yoga classes! Back Breathing is the most                

de-stressing type of breathing that we can do for our bodies. Back Breathing instantly releases stress, anxiety, tension 

and tightness from the body. Children connect immediately to back breathing because it feels so good! 

On the following page please find an excellent article by world renowned Yoga Teacher, Trainer and Founder of Yoga Alliance 

Sandra Sammartino with an explanation of how BACK BREATHING works…  
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PART THREE: BREATHING TOOLS (continued) 

WHAT EXACTLY ARE OUR BREATHING MUSCLES?  

By Sandra Sammartino 

In Yoga we breathe ONLY with—our proper breathing muscles—the Muscles of Respiration. because they give space for the diaphragm (major 

breathing muscle) to slide EASILY up and down.  

The FULL movement of the diaphragm liberates and powers Prana (life-breath). Imagine that? Breathing with our correct breathing muscles 

releases stress all day long! (Upper chest breathing creates and maintains anxiety, while excessive abdominal breathing gives way to lethargy.) 

The Muscles of Respiration depend on our Back Breath. Unaware of our numerous back breathing muscles, we overuse the front ones and 

the so-called accessory breathing muscles, such as the scalene, sternocleidomastoid and upper chest wall muscles, which make us more 

anxious. 

However, once the Muscles of Respiration are established—even under duress—the ONLY respiratory muscles needed are the Muscles of 

Respiration because they KEEP US CENTRED AND CALM since they pump Prana through our bodies and eventually Kundalini. 

Since most people breathe with their accessory breathing muscles and overuse their front respiratory muscles, SWITCHING to Back Breath brings 

IMMEDIATE relaxation and alertness. 

The Back Breath widens and stretches our back ribs and this activates the back brain, fostering intuitive awareness. It also stimulates the 

adrenal glands, making us alert (without the caffeine!), bestowing a feeling of strength. (To say someone has a ‘strong back’ implies we can 

lean on them.)  

I came upon the Back Breath while teaching my first Yoga retreat.  

Since I wanted to hang out with the students (and teach the retreat!) I needed to stay grounded, so I focused on widening my back ribs. Soon my 

breath was centered in my back and I was alert and stable with lots of energy!  

So I stopped teaching the Belly Breath and, instead, taught my students to Back Breathe. This was the early 80’s. Imagine my surprise when years 

later I saw all those back breathing muscles!  

By Sandra Sammartino 
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PART THREE: BREATHING TOOLS (continued) 

Breath Practice Benefits: Any breath practice is good breath practice. There are many different styles and types of breath practices, but they 

all have some things in common: 

Mental Benefits 

• Reduced anxiety and depression 

• Lower/stabilized blood pressure 

• Improves self-awareness 

• Improve concentration & focus 

• Decreased feelings of stress and overwhelm 

• Quiets and calms the entire nervous system 

• Improves self-control by enhancing concentration & clarify 

 

Physical Benefits 

• Muscle relaxation 

• Increases lung capacity 

• Energizing (if needed) 

• Relaxing (if needed) 
 

Teaching Tip: When leading breath work you will need to exaggerate your breathing, make it extra slow and deeeeeep, and making lots of 

noise! (How much noise? You should make almost double the noise the kids will make!) 

Use of Props: the most useful breathing prop is a breathing ball, which can be used to demonstrate the expansion and contraction of the ribcage. 

This provides an excellent visual for children of all ages. For even further mind-body connection, have the children place their hands on their own 

ribcage and demonstrate “Ocean Breath” (in table below) as you stretch the breathing ball wide (opening your arms) and then bring it back 

together (bringing hands together). Other excellent breathing props include slinkies, scarves, ribbons, feathers (ages 3 and up) and slide whistles.  
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PART THREE: BREATHING TOOLS (continued) 

**Note: It is recommended to always start with a few Ocean Breaths ** 

Number Type of 
Breath: 

How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs 5 yrs + Benefits: 

1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ocean 
Breath 
(using 
back 

breathing) 
 
 
 
 
 

Take a DEEP breath in your NOSE and then as you breathe OUT of your MOUTH make a 
sighing sound (like the sound of an ocean wave or a loud sigh) Use a slinky to 

demonstrate the expansion and contraction of the ribcage.  
 
 
 
 

 

3-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Introduce breath 
with music, 
scarves and 

moving whole 
body as well as 

teaching the 
sound the breath 
can make. At this 
age children can 

mimic a loud 
exhale but are 

not 
developmentally 

ready for long 
inhale. Make 

breathing fun and 
encouraging.   

Focus on the 
sound being 

audible. Focus on 
remembering to 
first take a deep 

breath IN and 
make sound of 

ocean wave out 
of mouth on 

exhale.  
 

 
 

Calms the 
mind. Brings 

oxygen to 
cells to 

improve 
focus and 
ability to 

concentrate.  
Releases 
negative 
energy 
(stress, 

anger, fear, 
fatigue, 
anxiety). 

 
 

2. Back 
Breathing 
Methods 

* Sitting in Desk/Chair – pressing into back of chair as you inhale (age 5+) 
 
* With props such as a sticker on the back of the seat – breathing into the sticker (age 
4+) 
 
* With a visual – imagine there is an invisible marshmallow between your chair at your 
back that you are squeezing (on inhale) and releasing (on exhale) (age 5+) 
 
* Lying down on tummy, forehead on hands with bean bags on upper back – giving the 
bean bag an elevator ride – up (on inhale) and down (on exhale) (all ages) 

3-5 Back breathing 
for 2-4 yrs best 

introduced lying 
on tummy with 

bean bag on 
upper back.  

Same as above Same as 
above 

3. Elevator 
Breath 
(Also 

known as 
Counted 
Breath.  
Using 
Back 

breathing) 

Hold palms open facing up in front of belly, one hand on top of the other. Take a deep 
breath in and go up to the first floor of the elevator. Turn palms down and exhale back 

to the ground floor. Continue working up to 2nd floor, 3rd floor and so on. (age 5+) 
 

3-5 Introduce the 
concept of this 

breath using the 
slide whistle. 

Encourage kids to 
lift arms up and 

down with sound 
of whistle 

Focus on the 
elevator ride, use 
a slide whistle to 

add musical 
connection with 

breath. Work 
toward getting to 

4th floor over 
time.  

Excellent for 
introducing 

breath 
control and 
encouraging 
lengthening 
the breath, 

very 
beneficial to 

children 
with 

anxiety.  
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PART THREE: BREATHING TOOLS (continued) 

Number Type of 
Breath: 

How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs 5 yrs + Benefits: 

4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bumble Bee 
Breath 

Bumblebee Breath is also known as Humming Breath. Begin by sitting tall 
and breathe in through the nose and make a humming sound with the 
mouth and lips staying closed on the exhalation.  

3-5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sitting tall, inhale through 
the nose and make a 

``humming`` sound with 
mouth and lips staying 
closed. For fun in this 

breath have the children 
imagine they are 

following a bumble bee 
flying around them. Have 

the bee land on their 
shoulder to allow a break 

and a new inhalation, 
then watch the bee fly 
around again, until it is 
time to wave goodbye! 

 

Focus on 
following the 

bee - this is an 
excellent 

opportunity to 
integrate the 

brain balancing 
benefits of the 
“eye clock” by 
having them 

follow the bee 
around the 

room with their 
eyes.  

 
 

Focus on making a 
loud humming 

sound, the more 
vibration they can 
create in their jaw, 
the more benefits 
they will get from 

this breath. 
Bumblebee 

breathing benefits 
include: stimulates 

the thyroid, 
reduces anxiety, 

releases fears and 
helps digestive 

problems. 
 
 

5. Lion Breath Lion Breath is an excellent breath for kids that feel frustrated or easily 
upset. When introducing Lion Breath to children it is important to explain 
the difference between the loud exhale (lion roar) coming from the throat 
versus the belly. The best way to demonstrate this is to invite the children 
to place their hands on their belly and feel it contract as they exhale.  
 

3-5 Demonstrate the sound 
difference between using 
your voice vs the belly by 
having the children listen 

to you make the two 
different sounds.  

.  

Have the child 
sit with legs 

tucked under, 
arms straight in 
front of them, 
fingers spread 

and palms 
placed on their 

knees. Invite 
the children to 

take a long 
inhalation 

through the 
nose and then 
leaning slightly 

forward and 
sticking out the 
tongue all the 
way as far as it 
goes - let out a 

deep exhalation 
as the belly 
contracts 

 

Lion Breath 
relieves tension 
and tightness, 

Improves 
circulation, 

releases negative 
energy, eases the 
mind and helps to 
boost confidence. 
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PART FOUR: WARM UP ACTIVITIES 

Number: Warm Up: How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs: 5 yrs + Benefits: 

1. Superhero Suit 
(Compression) 

Yoga Superheroes need their 
super suits so let’s put on our 

suit. It needs to be squeezed on 
tight, so use your hand to 

squeeze all the way down your 
arm, and the other arm, now all 
over your back and tummy, all 
down each leg, and put your 
mask on, squeeze and rub all 

over your head and face.  

Till majority of 
the body has 

had some 
compression. 

Focus on giving 
the whole body 
a big hug one 
area at a time 

(feet, legs, 
tummy, arms, 

face) 

Focus on the fact 
that the suit 

needs to be tight 
and we need to 
squeeze, then 

rub it in to make 
it stick. “feel how 

strong and 
centered your 

body feels once 
your suit is on.”  

Self-compression is excellent 
for calming the central 

nervous system. It’s very 
beneficial for children with 

ADD, ADHD and Anxiety. 

2. Washing 
Windows 

Extend arms to the sides, palms 
flat and make circles and wash 
the windows on the sides, on 
the roof (move arms to above 
you, making circles) wash the 
floor (move arms down and 

continue making circles)  

To sides, 
overhead, in 

front and down 
to floor. 

Focus on 
washing the 

windows, make 
it fun 

Focus on washing 
the windows, 
make it fun 

Warming up arms, chest, 
shoulders, flexing wrists is 
great preparation for yoga 

poses. 

   
Continued on next page… 
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Number: Warm Up: How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs: 5 yrs + Benefits: 

3. Packing a Bag Sitting on the floor with legs open 
in “V” shape, Start with backs tall,   
explain you’ll be packing a bag,   
Inhale and reach arms up straight 
ahead. Stretch to one side and 
reach for the first item, put it into 
the bag, Stretch to other side and 
reach for another item, put it into 
the bag. Repeat naming several 
items. Remember to move in all 
directions,  
Stretch down low forwards, Twist 
and reach behind to right – hold 
for one ocean breath – put into 
bag, Twist and reach behind to left 
– hold for one ocean breath – 
reach for item, put into bag, once 
back is all packed, zip it up then 
“travel” to your destination! 

  

Reach and Twist 
to Right and 

Left, repeat on 
each side.  

Keep stretching 
fun and 

engaging 
focusing on the 

bag packing 
story 

Remind them to 
keep tummy 

pulled in (this will 
support the back 

and ensure a 
good twist) and 

spine very 
straight as an 

arrow.  

This is great exercise to 
incorporate some cross lateral 
body movements.  Crossing the 
body’s mid-line is the ability to 
reach across the middle of the 

body with the arms and 
legs. Cross-lateral movements 
activate both sides of the brain 

and stimulate the corpus 
callosum, which is the matter 

between the two 
hemispheres. When both 

hemispheres and all four lobes of 
the brain are activated cognitive 

functioning is heightened and 
ease of learning increases. 

Offering this exercise improves 
gross motor skills.  

4. Planting a Seed 
or Baking a Cake 

Same as above but stretching in 
reaching to dig a hole reaching 
for a seed making it rain 
making the sunshine and 
growing from a tiny sprout into 
a small flower seated a medium 
flower kneeling a tall flower 
standing and then a beautiful 
tree 

 

Reach and Twist 
to Right and 

Left, repeat on 
each side. 

Keep stretching 
fun and 

engaging 
focusing on the  

story focus 

Remind them to 
keep tummy 

pulled in (this will 
support the back 

and ensure a 
good twist) and 

spine very 
straight as an 

arrow.  

This is great exercise to 
incorporate some cross lateral 
body movements.  Crossing the 
body’s mid-line is the ability to 
reach across the middle of the 

body with the arms and 
legs. Cross-lateral movements 
activate both sides of the brain 

and stimulate the corpus 
callosum, which is the matter 

between the two 
hemispheres. When both 

hemispheres and all four lobes of 
the brain are activated cognitive 

functioning is heightened and 
ease of learning increases. 

Offering this exercise improves 
gross motor skills.  
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PART FIVE: YOGA POSES  
Teaching Tip: Before you begin Yoga Poses you can remind Children: In Yoga, we always move with breath. If you’re moving, you’re breathing, in your nose 

(demonstrate with exaggerated INHALE through nose) and out your mouth (demonstrate with loud sigh as you EXHALE). This will give children the full 

benefits of Yoga: calming and connecting the mind and body. 

Number: Pose: How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs: 5 yrs + Benefits: 

1. Mountain Stand beside desk, knees soft 
(slightly bent), arms at sides, 

palms open facing front of room, 
shoulders roll back and down, 

core engaged (“zip up your 
tummy” or “pull your belly 

button towards your spine”), 
eyes soft, chin lifted and long 

neck 

2-4 breaths while 
holding pose 

Focus on standing 
tall and breathing, 
smiling and feeling 

strong and peaceful 

Focus on standing 
tall, long neck, 

shoulders down, 
tummy pulled in 

towards back 

Improves poise, balance, 
coordination, strength, improves 
posture, grounding, strengthens 

resolve 

2. Volcano Feet hip distance apart, knees soft, 
core engaged, hands together in 
prayer position in front of heart. 

Deep breath in and reach hands up 
above head, arms straight – then big 
exhale out of mouth as extend both 

arms open all the way back down 
and together again in front of heart 

3-5 times Focus on volcano, 
can make explosion 

sound on exhale, 
big inhale as arms 

go up and big 
reaching arms out 

as they open 

Focus on volcano, 
can make explosion 
sound on exhale, big 
inhale as arms go up 

and big reaching 
arms out as they 

open 

Encourages strength and resolve, 
helps to re-center excess energy. 

   
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE… 
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  CONTINUED FROM LAST PAGE… 
 
 

    

Number: Pose: How To: Number of 
Repetitions: 

2-4 yrs: 5 yrs + Benefits: 

3. Tree Pose Feet hip distance apart. Begin by 
rolling through the feet, bending 
knees and straighten. Bring right 
foot onto leg, knee open to side, 
let children determine how high 
they place their foot (no wrong 

way to do a yoga pose!) if 
balance is big issue they can 

begin by placing their foot on 
their ankle and toes on the floor. 
Bring hands together in front of 
heart then open into a large V 

above the head. Repeat on Left 
side.  

Hold for 2 breaths 
while balancing 

on each leg 

Focus on reaching 
arms up, foot 

placed low on leg 
or just toes placed 

on leg and heel 
stays on the 

ground, breathe, 
smile and have fun  

Focus on balancing 
wherever you are 
comfortable and 

working your way up 
to foot beside the 
knee. For wobbly 

kids remind them to 
“Pull in your tummy 
and show me how 
you balance” Trees 

move with the 
breeze, so it’s fine 
not to be perfectly 

still.  

Improves balance, poise, focus, 
coordination, strengthens legs and 

ankles. Reduces anxiety and 
stimulates circulation.  

4. Forward Bend Feet together standing tall, reach 
arms up and fold forward, 

keeping knees soft, back flat as 
possible, core engaged. Fold as 

far forward as is comfortable, let 
arms and head dangle down. 

Hold for 2-4 
breaths 

Focus on reaching 
up (“Tickle the 

stars”) and reaching 
down (“Tickle your 

toes”) 

Focus on reaching up 
(“Tickle the stars”) 
and reaching down 
(“Tickle your toes”) 

Tones abdominal organs, revives 
spinal nerves, calms the mind.  

5. Seated Child 
Pose 

If there is room between the 
chair and desk or table, have 

children curl their legs under and 
sit on them 

2-4 breaths Focus on pressing 
forehead into 

hands 

Focus on pressing 
forehead into hands 

Releases back, sooths bowels. Calms 
the mind.  
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PART SIX: GAMES FOR CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY  

1. Freeze Dance Yoga: How it works: Have the children stand beside/behind their desks. When the music is playing they can 

dance in their spot, when the music stops they need to freeze in YOGA pose. Before you begin the game, review some good 

ideas for poses to freeze in (tree, mountain, star, warrior 1, chair pose).  

Dance for the entire song, this is a non-competitive game, so no one gets “out” just enjoy burning off steam, getting heart 

rates up and encouraging strong and steady yoga poses. If the dancing needs direction you can encourage certain 

movements while the music is playing (for example: let’s all turn in a circle on the spot, let’s all tickle our toes, etc.)   
This is a cooperative group game – there is no way to get “out” in the game. If children are asked to balance (for example in 

Tree Pose) and they fall, encourage them to try again!  

When the children are “frozen” in their Yoga Poses, this is an excellent opportunity to ask for a deep yoga breath – before 

putting the music back on! This game is excellent for burning excess energy and for bringing the energy down by inviting 

that important “Yoga Breath” during the frozen breaks. 

Music: Upbeat music is great for this high energy game. Choose songs that are popular, with a fast beat and an uplifting 

and positive message (such as “Happy” by Pharrell Williams) 
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PART SIX: GAMES FOR CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY con’t 

2. Surprise Animal Bag Game: The Surprise Animal Bag Game is the best way to get preschoolers engaged in yoga poses! 

Begin with a bag (such as a pillow slip) and put a variety of animals in. You can use stuffed animals, pictures of animals 

or homemade cue cards. Holding the bag up, invite the children to say together with you “1,2,3…..what could it be?” 

then reach into the bag and pull out one animal. After you identify the animal, have all the children try it’s yoga pose. 

Some examples could be: cow, cat, dog, snake, butterfly or eagle. If you don’t know the poses, simply do a google 

search, refer to your yoga card deck or ask the children to create a new pose. Hold each pose for 1-3 ocean breaths. 

Then say “Now sit….back…down” and repeat the game for as long as you like!  

3. Singing Bowl Game: The Singing Bowl Game is an excellent mindful listening activity. Introduce the children to the 
singing bowl by asking them to notice each item as you take it out of the box. Place the pillow, the stick and then the 
singing bowl out on the floor in front of you. Tell the children that the singing bowl will sing when you tap it and invite 
them to listen to the sound so that they understand what it sounds like. The singing bowl game is played by having the 
children close their eyes and then sit and mindfully listen to the singing bowl ringing for as long as they can hear it. 
When they can no longer hear it ringing they can open their eyes. This is an excellent game for helping children to learn 
to focus and improve concentration. Play the game several times over and notice how the energy in the room will settle 
and calm. This game is an excellent transition into relaxation time and can be played with children of all ages. It is 
helpful to the children to also create a framework for other times in their lives when they might use this focused 
listening skills. Have a conversation with the children before you play the game about times (such as when they are in 
the classroom at school) where they could use this focussed listening technique to help them throughout their day. 
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PART SIX: GAMES FOR CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY con’t 

 

4. Musical Mats: Musical Mats is a fun group game that is a lot like musical chairs, except that it is a non-competitive 

game. Instead of someone getting “out”, the children work together as the mats are taken away to balance and help 

each other as they freeze on the mats that are left. To play the game set up a circle of yoga mats all pointing sideways 

and touching into one solid circle.  

 

Have the children stand in a circle on the mats, play upbeat music and encourage them to walk crawl or move at 

different levels such as: high on tiptoes, medium in downward dog, or down low (crawling like a cat around the mats.) 

Stop the music and invite the children to try a balancing pose such as tree pose. Take away one yoga mat out of the 

circle, then start the music again. Continue playing and taking away one mat each time the music stops, until there is 

only one mat left and all the children are balancing together on the one mat. That is the end of the game! This game is a 

great one for establishing a positive community within the class and encouraging teamwork skills.  

 

5. 123 Yoga Tree: This game can be played in a circle or in the same manner as go, go stop or red light green light. To play 

in a circle simply have the children move in a circle dancing or moving at different levels or is different types of animals 

or shapes. (CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…) 
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PART SIX: GAMES FOR CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY con’t 

 

When the music stops the teacher calls out “1, 2, 3…” and the children freeze in tree pose at the same time as they call 

out “…Yoga Tree.” To play this game in the same manner as Go, Go Stop or Red Light Green Light, choose one child who 

is the leader and have them go to the other side of the room and face away from the rest of the children with their back 

to them.  

Have all the rest of the children line up in a straight line against the other wall, all facing the child who is “it.” Ask the 

child who is “it” to decide on a type of movement such as crawling, walking, moving sideways like a crab, downward 

dog or any other creative movement they can think of. In the same as Go, Go, Stop they say 1 to 3 and then quickly 

turned around and say Yoga tree and try to catch all the children who are now trying to be frozen Into tree pose. There 

are no “outs” in this game so the children can continue coming forward until the first person tags the one who has been 

it and then that child becomes it/the new leader of the game.  

6. Yoga Obstacle Course: The Yoga Obstacle Course is a fun and interactive way to invite children to try different types of 
movement, yoga and mindfulness. You can choose how elaborate to make your obstacle course depending on the 
number of children you have and how long you wish to run the exercise for. For this game activity you will need the 
assistance of another adult to help move the children through the course. Each activity can be set up as a station, and 
placed in a large circle so children move around the room in the same direction. (CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE…) 
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PART SIX: GAMES FOR CONNECTION AND COMMUNITY con’t 

 
Options to offer include: yoga blocks for balancing, yoga pose cards station, breathing with feathers/ping pong 
balls/scarves, bean bags for balancing, surprise animal bag game, skip rope on the floor for “walking the tightrope”, 
blanket and eye pillow for relaxations station, mindful coloring and mindful listening game with the singing bowl or 
bells.  
 

7. Pass the Bean Bag: Pass The Beanbag is a great game for practising fine motor skills as being bags can be passed using 
hands, elbows, knees, and feet. Invite children to pass the beanbag around the circle providing several bean bags if you 
have a large group of children so no one is waiting for too long. This game can be very challenging for preschool age but 
is excellent at practicing important developmental skills, as well it is a great way to practice teamwork skills, 
cooperation and sharing with friends. 
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PART SEVEN: RELAXATION TIME 

Relaxation or “Yoga Rest” should be done seated in desks in chair, in child’s pose if possible, head resting on: 2 stacked fists, 

pressing forehead into the back of 2 stacked hands (palms down on desk) or palms up stacked one on top of the other with 

forehead placed in palms “cupping” the forehead. Pressing the forehead into the hands is another excellent way to calm the 

central nervous system and encourage centering and deep relaxation.  

If you have space, the relaxation can also be done with the children lying on the floor. Children may choose to lie on their 

backs, side or tummy – allow them to find a position that they are comfortable to relax in and expect there will be movement 

and wiggles as they listen to the relaxation. With practice, children will become more comfortable with being more still. In the 

meantime encourage them to rest and close their eyes if they are comfortable.  

Relaxation: The Worry Balloon  

Resting with your eyes closed, take a deep breath in your nose and let it go with a big sigh out of your mouth. (Demonstrate) 

Now in your mind, picture yourself as a Yoga Superhero and you are lying on your very own quiet and peaceful planet. Look 

around and see what is on the peaceful planet with you. Are there flowers? (pause) Are there trees? (pause) What can you 

smell on your planet? (pause) What can you hear? (pause)  - (continued…) 
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PART SEVEN: RELAXATION TIME (continued) 

Relaxation: The Worry Balloon (continued)  

Notice how safe and peaceful you feel here on your planet, lying on the soft ground, feeling totally relaxed. Now you notice a 

very shiny and beautiful bubble floating towards you. This is a friendly bubble that has come to visit you and take away any 

worries, or fears or anything bothering you. You can put anything into this bubble, in your mind do this now…(pause) Now 

watch as a friendly wind comes along and sends the bubble farther and farther away. Watch as it goes now and know that 

those things will not bother you anymore. As you watch your bubble disappear, you feel very calm and peaceful. As you 

breathe in say these words to yourself: “I am peaceful” and as you breathe out say to yourself “I am calm” Continue breathing 

in and out “I am peaceful and I am calm” (pause) Now when you are ready begin to wiggle your fingers and your toes, gently 

move your head from side to side, take a deep breath in your nose and out your mouth (demonstrate this for them), then open 

your beautiful eyes and sit back up.  

 

You can end Yoga time with the Harmony Song that you began the class with: (This is a repeat after the leader song) 

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my mind” (hands on head) – Children repeat “Harmony in my mind”  

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my words” (hands beside mouth) – Children repeat “Harmony in my words”  
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PART SEVEN: RELAXATION TIME (continued) 

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my hands” (hold hands out in front) – Children repeat “Harmony in my hands”  

Teacher Sings: “And Harmony in my heart” (put both hands over heart) – Children repeat “And Harmony in my heart”  

Teacher Sings: “Yoga gives my body and mind…”(hands into fists, roll in circles, arms raised over head & palms open on 

word “mind”) – Children Repeat “Yoga gives my body and mind…” 

Teacher Sings: “Harmony in my heart” (both hands over heart) – Children repeat “Harmony in my heart”  

 

Relaxation Resources & Props for Preschool Age Children 

 Guided Meditation Stories  

 Meditation Books  

 Weighted Eye Pillows 

 Music – Spotify Preschool Meditations Playlist 

 Blankets and Stuffed Animal Toys  

 Yoga Mind Jar 

 Mindful Singing Bowl  

 Mindful Coloring, Looking & Listening   
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PART EIGHT: PRESCHOOL APPLICATIONS  

Our goal is to help preschoolers begin to learn how to identify their feelings and learn which yoga and mindfulness tools they 
can apply to support them in everyday life. To support students we can offer:  

o Regular Practice and Check In’s  

o Access to visuals such as the Zones of Regulation  

 

 

 

 

o Emotional support, positive encouragement, and meaningful connections  

o Child Honoring philosophy “By putting the universal needs of children first, strategies can be developed to meet our 

most pressing needs: building community, restoring planetary health, peacemaking, and creating sustainable economies 

that support the wellbeing of children and families.” From https://raffifoundation.org/child/ 

o Opportunities for independent practice – The Mindful Corner  
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PART NINE: RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES 

1. Great Kids Yoga Music: (all available on iTunes)  

All Kira Willey albums, Ziggy Marley, any African Drumming music, Classical Harp, “I Grow with Yoga” by Sammie Haynes, 

Raffi, Renee and Jeremy, Frances England, Peter Lenton and Friends, Paul Hoffman.  

2. Books with Positive Messages:  

 

o “The Girl Who Never Made Mistakes” by Mark Pett and Gary Rubinstein 

o “Unstoppable Me! 10 Ways to Soar Through Life” by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer 

o “The Invisible String” by Patrice Karst  

o “Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun. Having the Courage to Be Who You Are.” By Maria Dismondy  

o “Visiting Feelings” by Lauren Rubenstein  

o “Have You Filled A Bucket Today? A Guide to Daily Happiness for Kids” by Carol McCloud  

o “Slowly, Slowly, Slowly, said the Sloth” by Eric Carle  

o “The ABCs of Yoga for Kids” by Teresa Anne Power  

o “It’s Okay to Make Mistakes” by Todd Parr 

o Continued on next Page…  
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PART NINE: RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES 

3. Books with Positive Messages: (Continued…) 

 

o “The Thankful Book” by Todd Parr  

o “If You Hold a Seed “ by Elly MacKay 

o Incredible You! 10 Ways to Let your Greatness Shine Through” by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer with Kristina Tracy.   

o  “Beautiful Oops” by Barney Saltzberg   

o “My Daddy is a Pretzel. Yoga for Parents and Kids” by Baron Baptiste 

o “Only One You” by Linda Kranz  

o “Yawning Yoga, A Goodnight Book for a Good Night’s Sleep” by Laurie Jordan  

o “I Think, I Am! Teaching Kids the Power of Affirmations” by Louise L. Hay and Kristina Tracy  

o “On the Night You Were Born” by Nancy Tillman  

o “When My Worries Get Too Big! A Relaxation Book for Children Who Live with Anxiety” by Kari Dunn Buron  

o “No Excuses: How What you Say Can Get in Your Way” by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer  

o “If Everybody Did” by Jo Ann Stover   

o “Tap the Magic Tree” by Christie Matheson  

o “Every Little Thing” based on the song “Three Little Birds” by Bob Marley, adapted by Cedella Marley  
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PART NINE: RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES 

4. Kids Yoga Props and Supplies:  

Yoga Prop Prop Use Where to Find It 

Slinky Breathing activities Looney Store or 
Harmony Kids Yoga 

Website 
Hoberman Sphere Breathing activities Barefoot Books  

Bean Bags Back Breathing, 
Balancing games, Yoga 

Poses 

Harmony Kids Yoga 
Website  

Eye Pillows Relaxation (also works 
as a Bean Bag) 

Harmony Kids Yoga 
Website  

Feathers Breathing activities, 
Mindful Games, Yoga 

Prop 

Looney Store or        
Craft Supply Store 
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Yoga Prop Prop Use Where to Find It 
Scarves Breathing, Yoga props, 

Yoga games, Relaxation 
Harmony Kids Yoga 

website 
Tibetan Singing Bowl Relaxation on tummies, 

Mindful Listening games 
Harmony Kids Yoga 

website 

Ping Pong Balls Breathing with partners 
or in group 

Looney Store 

Wooden Dowels         
(can also use unsharpened 

pencils) 

Dancing Stick Game with 
partners, small group or 

large group 

Looney Store or        
Craft Supply Store 

 

5. Kids Yoga and Relaxation Books for Teachers: 

 

Relaxation Books:  

1. “Imaginations: Fun Relaxation Stories and Meditations for Kids (Volume 1)” by Carolyn  Clarke 

($25.00 ea Harmony Kids Yoga.com) 

2. “Imaginations 2: Relaxation Stories and Guided Imagery for Kids (Volume 2)” by Carolyn 
Clarke ($25.00 ea Harmony Kids Yoga.com) 

3. “Spinning Inward: Using Guided Imagery with Children for Learning, Creativity & Relaxation” 
by Maureen Murdock (Amazon.com) 

 

Continued on next page… 
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PART NINE: RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES 

 

5. Kids Yoga and Relaxation Books for Teachers: (Continued…) 

 

o Yoga Books for Teachers:  

1. “Yoga Fun for Toddlers, Children and You” by Juliet Pegrum,  

2. “Yoga Kids Educating the Whole Child Through Yoga” by Marsha Wenig.  

 

6. Kids Yoga Training Resources:  

a. Color Me Yoga (www.colormeyoga.com) 

b. Kids Yoga Academy (www.kidsyogaacademy.com)  

 

If there is a specific Kids Yoga Resource you are looking for, we’d be happy to hear from you!  

Please contact Harmony Kids Yoga at: info@harmonykidsyoga.com  
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PART NINE: RESOURCES AND SUPPLIES 

 

Kids Yoga and Mindfulness Articles 

1. 5 Reasons Kids Yoga is Good For Schools by Sarah Herrington  

 

2. Why Yoga for Kids (an excellent infographic) 

 

3. How Children Create Deep Intelligence Through Yoga by Urapiti Castillo 

 

4. Coloring Healing Mandalas (info and sample – find many more free pintables by searching “Coloring Mandalas” online) 

 

5. Strong, Centered, Calm Yoga Diagram (an excellent infographic) 

 

6. Yoga is Good Medicine For Kids  

 

7. This is Your Brain on Yoga (an excellent infographic) 

 

8. Exercising the Mind to Treat Attention Deficits by Daniel Goleman  

 

9. Meditation Should be Taught In School by Katie Arnold 

 

10. 6 Tips for Teaching Yoga for Children with Special Needs by Sheelah Rodriguez  

 

11. Why Your Child Should Try Preschool Yoga  
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5 Reasons Kids Yoga Is Good for Schools 

It may seem "new" or "alternative" to some, but kids yoga is being integrated into many schools across the United States and Canada. I 

see kids yoga as having a very practical place in schools. How so?  

  

1. Kids yoga improves academic performance. Kids learn to focus in yoga, and this skill translates to academic work. Also, if you learn how 

to self-regulate, i.e work with your own emotions and thoughts to calm yourself down, you have coping skills for test-taking and school 

stress. I've had classroom teachers tell me they see their students using "ocean breath" before exams, and studies have proven schools with 

yoga see test scores go up.   

 

2. It’s excellent exercise. More and more kids are spending their time in front of video games and other handheld devices. At school, they 

work to control their energy to stay seated and focused in desks. Whether a 5 minute yoga break in the academic classroom, a yoga unit in 

gym or a full-on yoga class, it’s helpful to move, stretch, breathe and balance. Childhood obesity, ADHD, ADHD, Anxiety and lots of other kid 

health concerns can be addressed by using Yoga, which is a non-competitive and inexpensive activity that promotes healthy bodies and 

minds. Yoga builds strength, flexibility, increased stamina, creates awareness of self, develops confidence and improves focus in children 

who practice regularly.  

 

3. Yoga teaches kids to get along with themselves and others. Yoga helps behavioral problems in schools before they start. Why? Yoga is 

all about relationships, with yourself and the world around you. And what skill is more useful for a kid, new to school life, then how to get 

along with others? In kids yoga there's a lot of opportunity to learn about teamwork and how your actions/words affect others. In 

partner poses and group activities we practice being both kind and standing up for ourselves. In yoga, we learn also to listen to the little 

voice inside that tells us what we need and how to healthfully respond to that.   

 

4. Decreases kid stress! Kids are often on tight stressful schedules and face a lot of demands, that are put on them by outside pressures or 

that they put on themselves. Setting high standards for themselves in school, sports and dance competitions can cause higher levels of 

stress and anxiety than they are capable of dealing with on their own. Yoga can empower children. Yoga teaches them how to make 

themselves feel better no matter what is going on around them. Children learn how to calm down, even after an argument with a sibling or 

an important exam. Yoga helps to develop resilience and inner strength.   

  

5. Encourages healthy choices. In kids yoga, you practice making choices. And learning to pause and reflect on choices is a powerful lesson 
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that may translate off the mat. For example, rather than telling kids to eat well, kid yogis may experiment with making choices. How do you 

feel after eating only cookies? How do you feel after eating vegetables before the cookie? If you empower kids to learn and try things for 

themselves often their own inner wisdom will guide them toward healthy choices. And yoga is about being brave... being brave enough to 

make a choice that's right for you, even if your peers don't understand.   

  

Yoga has so many health benefits, mental, physical and emotional, it’s no wonder more schools are bringing yoga to their students!  

WRITTEN BY SARAH HERRINGTON  

MAY 4, 2011 2:15 PM EDT 

 

http://www.mindbodygreen.com/wc/sarah-herrington
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Why Yoga for Kids? 
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How Children Create Deep Intelligence Through Yoga 

By Urapiti Castillo, April 12, 2015 

 

Yoga: A Tool for Self Awareness 

In our modern and busy life we are all caught in a never ending “doing” and “producing” to ‘be someone’ who leaves an imprint of 

existence in the world. 

This pressure is not only present in the adults, but it is also experienced by our children. 

Nowadays, children are very busy taking extracurricular classes, making themselves useful and productive. 

They engage in a race of how many extracurricular activities they can handle after class and homework. Sometimes they are so busy and 

stressed that it seems impossible for them to stop and take a breath! 

Some children that come to their first yoga class find difficulty because they don’t know how to stop ‘doing’ and why it’s important. 

In their mind, this seems meaningless. 

Their mental resistance is rooted in questions such as: 

“Why listen to music? Why do you ask me how I 

feel? Why do I haveto lay down if I can do the padmasana posture now that everybody isresting?” 

These are some of the questions they ask in the 3 minutes of mindfulness’ exercise when they do it for the first time. Our children 

struggle with the sensation of stillness, quiet, and peace. 

http://blog.sivanaspirit.com/author/urapiti-castillo/
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This seems so distant from their normal life. 

Sometimes they get uncomfortable closing their eyes, or just counting to five without moving. 

But how can we make them responsible for this behavior if this is notnormal in their daily life (at home or school)?  

Why Yoga is Necessary for Children 

This is why yoga and mindfulness exercises become necessary for an integral healthy development of children. 

When children develop the capacity of being still, focused, and playing and moving mindfully, it allows them to develop different 

“intelligences”. 

Yoga introduces techniques to develop different intelligences, such as: 

kinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, emotional, cognitive, emotional and moral. 

The definition of intelligence has been reshaped by Gardner, who introduced different intelligences to explain the different capacities 

and abilities of different people. 

Gardner describes three meanings for intelligence: Intelligence as a species characteristic, intelligence as individual difference, and 

intelligence as fit execution of an assignment. 

We are used to thinking of intelligence only as the latter: the “fit execution of an 

assignment”. You are very intelligent, from thatperspective, when you get a good grade at school, or a goodretribution. 

However this is only a part of what comprises the cognitive intelligence. Even more, this cognitive intelligence is not the same 

for everyone. 

There are multiple intelligences that makes us different from others. 

Due to this recognition of different intelligences in children, it is useful to let them ask themselves “What am I good at?” 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Gardner
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This will help them to make the most of what they love and not getfrustrated when they don’t. That makes healthier, happier, and more 

satisfied kids. 

Thus, you introduce the santosha quality of the niyama in their real life. 

The Different Intelligences 

Yoga and mindfulness exercises can help the child to develop different intelligences or levels. 

This experience is what I love to share with my young students in yoga class for kids and teens. To help them to discover what are their 

strengths and weaknesses; to discover through the practice of yoga the answer of the question “who am I”. 

Yoga helps children in this path of self-discovery and self-awareness. 

In a regular class, they can develop kinesthetic intelligence by doing asanas. 

They promote the movement of specific parts of the body; for example, doing trikonasana posture, you are working with equilibrium as 

well as strength of the legs. 

Also, differentiation ‘right’ and ‘left’ using their legs or distinguishing ‘up’ and ‘down’ while moving their arms. Therefore, kinesthetic 

intelligence helps them to take control of their movements and their body. 

Emotional intelligence or the affective level can be developed or observed in a yoga class. For example, in a pranayama exercise. 

According to Ken Wilber (2006) the vital question of emotional level is “How do I feel?” 

And the child can go deeper by asking himself: “How do I feel while breathing slowly? How do I feel today in this exercise? How do I feel 

while relaxing? How do I feel during this test week?” 

These questions bring awareness to the kids, to identify and describe emotions, the feelings and the mood they are in. 

Interpersonal intelligence can also be developed in a yoga class while working with a partner and taking care of the mutual safety. 
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A yoga class creates a secure atmosphere where the child can observe the feelings and moods of others and relate to them. 

Through this interaction the child develops attention and compassion towards others. This interpersonal intelligence can also help 

diminish the bullying in the classroom. 

The Central Question 

“What should I do?” 

That is the central question of the moral level and this is a basic question during childhood. 

They are learning how to act and react in different circumstances. They are learning the dos and don’ts. 

And yoga can provide a guide to them with yama and niyama, of the Yoga Sutra. For example, while presenting the meaning 

of ahimsa or nonviolence, you are presenting a “don’t”. 

You should not harshly judge or injure your body or anyone else’s body (friend, classmate, parent, or pet). 

The moral intelligence can be developed through the learning of the 10 actions of yama and niyama. 

In sum, Yoga helps the child to develop different intelligences. 

One must remember that every child is different, so it is important to allow the child to flourish in his own terms. By developing 

multiple intelligences, the child find it easier to become an integral, compassionate and mindful human being. 
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Healing Mandala Coloring Sheet 
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You can enjoy coloring your healing mandala while relaxing to your favorite music.  
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Link: http://www.abc12togo.com/autojuice?targetUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.abc12.com%2Fstory%2F22525313%2Fyoga-is-good-medicine-for-kids 
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Yoga is good medicine for kids 
 

Story posted 2013.06.07 at 12:10 PM EDT 

 

 

(06/06/13) - Millions of people practice yoga as a way to stay fit, or for relaxation. Now it is making an impact as a form of therapy for some children. 
 
Aaron Schaefer spent years battling debilitating migraines caused by stress. Since starting this yoga class, he says, the headaches are gone, "when 
I started taking that, it was like a cure from heaven." 
 
Researchers at Duke University are studying whether a program that combines yoga and other therapies can benefit children's mental and physical 
health. 
 
"It calms you down. It relaxes your body. It lowers your heart rate. It lowers you respiration, and in general, it reduces the effects of stress on your 
body," says Dr. Murali Doraiswamy. 
 
Doraiswamy adds, these relaxation responses can help mild depression and sleep disorders. Yoga may also provide additional benefits for people 
with schizophrenia and ADHD, when combined with standard drugs. 
 
"The benefits were of the same magnitude of the benefits we see with psychiatric medications," Doraiswamy says. 
Previous studies show yoga-based techniques can help people cope with anxiety, stress and low mood. Researchers are studying whether these 
methods can be adapted for children and teens. 
 
"Often times, they don't fully understand that kind of awareness of body and the awareness of how their thoughts and emotions can be tied in with 
how they're feeling physically," says Anava Wren, who is studying for a PhD in Psychology at Duke. 
 
Aaron's dad, Paul, says yoga has been a huge benefit, "what had been three or four, you know, a dozen headaches a week, disappeared 
completely." 
 
Researchers hope that their findings will spur government agencies to fund larger national studies to confirm their initial results - and make yoga a 
standard treatment option for mental conditions. 
 
Story posted 2013.06.07 at 12:10 PM EDT 
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Exercising the Mind to Treat Attention Deficits 
By DANIEL GOLEMAN 
 MAY 12, 2014 3:56 PM May 12, 2014  

 

Which will it be — the berries or the chocolate dessert? Homework or the Xbox? Finish that memo, or roam Facebook? 

Such quotidian decisions test a mental ability called cognitive control, the capacity to maintain focus on an important choice while ignoring other 
impulses. Poor planning, wandering attention and trouble inhibiting impulses all signify lapses in cognitive control. Now a growing stream of 
research suggests that strengthening this mental muscle, usually with exercises in so-called mindfulness, may help children and adults cope 
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and its adult equivalent, attention deficit disorder. 

The studies come amid growing disenchantment with the first-line treatment for these conditions: drugs. 

In 2007, researchers at the University of California, Los Angeles, published a study finding that the incidence of A.D.H.D. among teenagers in 
Finland, along with difficulties in cognitive functioning and related emotional disorders like depression, were virtually identical to rates among 
teenagers in the United States. The real difference? Most adolescents with A.D.H.D. in the United States were taking medication; most in Finland 
were not. 

“It raises questions about using medication as a first line of treatment,” said Susan Smalley, a behavior geneticist at U.C.L.A. and the lead author. 

In a large study published last year in The Journal of the American Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry, researchers reported that while most 
young people with A.D.H.D. benefit from medications in the first year, these effects generally wane by the third year, if not sooner. 

“There are no long-term, lasting benefits from taking A.D.H.D. medications,” said James M. Swanson, a psychologist at the University of California, 
Irvine, and an author of the study. “But mindfulness seems to be training the same areas of the brain that have reduced activity in A.D.H.D.” 

“That’s why mindfulness might be so important,” he added. “It seems to get at the causes.” 

Depending on which scientist is speaking, cognitive control may be defined as the delay of gratification, impulse management, emotional self-
regulation or self-control, the suppression of irrelevant thoughts, and paying attention or learning readiness. 

http://well.blogs.nytimes.com/author/daniel-goleman/
http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/disease/attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder-adhd/overview.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18030079
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/18030079
http://www.suesmalley.com/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0890856709615501
http://www.faculty.uci.edu/profile.cfm?faculty_id=3011
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This singular mental ability, researchers have found, predicts success both in school and in work life. 

Cognitive control increases from about 4 to 12 years old, then plateaus, said Betty J. Casey, director of the Sackler Institute for Developmental 
Psychobiology at Weill Cornell Medical College. Teenagers find it difficult to suppress their impulses, as any parent knows. 

But impulsivity peaks around age 16, Dr. Casey noted, and in their 20s most people achieve adult levels of cognitive control. Among healthy adults, it 
begins to wane noticeably in the 70s or 80s, often manifesting as an inability to remember names or words, because of distractions that the mind 
once would have suppressed. 

Bolstering this mental ability, specialists are now suggesting, might be particularly helpful in treating A.D.H.D. and A.D.D. 

To do so, researchers are testing mindfulness: teaching people to monitor their thoughts and feelings without judgments or other reactivity. Rather 
than simply being carried away from a chosen focus, they notice that their attention has wandered, and renew their concentration. 

According to a recent report in Clinical Neurophysiology, adults with A.D.D. were shown to benefit from mindfulness training combined with 
cognitive therapy; their improvements in mental performance were comparable to those achieved by subjects taking medications. 

The training led to a decline in impulsive errors, a problem typical of A.D.D., while the cognitive therapy helped them be less self-judgmental about 
mistakes or distractedness. 

Mindfulness seems to flex the brain circuitry for sustaining attention, an indicator of cognitive control, according to research by Wendy Hasenkamp 
and Lawrence Barsalou at Emory University. 

For a study published in Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, they imaged the brains of meditators while they went through four basic mental 
movements: focusing on a chosen target, noticing that their minds had wandered, bringing their minds back to the target, and sustaining their focus 
there. 

Those movements appeared to strengthen the neural circuitry for keeping attention on a chosen point of focus. 

Meditation is a cognitive control exercise that enhances “the ability to self-regulate your internal distractions,” said Dr. Adam Gazzaley, a 
neuroscientist at the University of California, San Francisco. 

His research seeks to duplicate these effects with video games that “selectively target the key circuits without the kind of side effects you get with 
drugs.” 

With colleagues, he designed NeuroRacer, a game for older adults in which they respond to traffic signs that appear suddenly while driving on a 
winding road. The game enhanced cognitive control in subjects ranging from 60 to 85, according to a study published in Nature. 

Stephen Hinshaw, a specialist in developmental psychopathology at the University of California, Berkeley, said the time was ripe to explore the 
utility of nondrug interventions like mindfulness. 

Dr. Swanson agreed. “I was a skeptic until I saw the data,” he said, “and the findings are promising.” 

A version of this article appears in print on 05/13/2014, on page D6 of the NewYork edition with the headline: Mental Muscle vs. A.D.H.D.. 

https://www.sacklerinstitute.org/cornell/people/bj.casey/
https://www.sacklerinstitute.org/cornell/
https://www.sacklerinstitute.org/cornell/
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1388245713012285
http://psychology.emory.edu/cognition/barsalou/
http://journal.frontiersin.org/Journal/10.3389/fnhum.2012.00038/abstract
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/09/05/technology/a-multitasking-video-game-makes-old-brains-act-younger.html?action=click&module=Search&region=searchResults&mabReward=relbias%3Ar&url=http%3A%2F%2Fquery.nytimes.com%2Fsearch%2Fsitesearch%2F%23%2FNeuroRacer%2F
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v501/n7465/full/nature12486.html
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Meditation Should be Taught in School 

Instruction in the art of mindfulness is emerging in grade schools around the country to help children relax, 

focus, and help others. But it still has a long way to go to become part of the curriculum nationwide. 

By: Katie Arnold 
  

Apr 17, 2015   

On a recent Thursday just after lunch, 20 first-graders gathered in a circle on the carpeted floor of their public school classroom in 
Santa Fe. Some sat cross-legged and others on their knees, each with one hand clasped in front of them or resting on their 
stomachs. Their teacher, Katie Norton, sat with them on a low crate and jingled a little bell. The children closed their eyes, looking 
surprisingly tranquil, even a little sleepy. But they weren't settling in for an afternoon nap. They were practicing meditation. 

The room fell into a deep hush except for the steady, metronomic whooshing of little lungs inhaling and exhaling. I volunteer in 
my six-year-old Pippa's classroom once a week during science lessons (involving beetles and millipedes), so I can report with some 
authority that this was the quietest and calmest I'd ever seen this gaggle of wiggly, irrepressible six- and seven-year-olds. 

Then, somewhere to my left, someone began vigorously flapping their lips. I snuck a peek at the arc of little bodies, each trying 
desperately to sit still. Pippa sat, hunched over, brows furrowed, one hand over her heart. Another girl sucked silently on one 
finger. Across from me, a boy rocked back and forth on his shins, his eyes closed. And still the flapping lips kept flapping. I closed 
my eyes and remembered what a meditation teacher once suggested: to use the noise to anchor me to the moment, like a lawn 
mower through an open window. As I did, I felt my heart slow and my hands settle on my lap. Is there any sweeter sound than that 
of small children breathing? 

The ancient spiritual tradition of sitting in quiet awareness, meditation has been gaining serious scientific cred as a 21st-century 
tool for lowering blood pressure, reducing stress, improving sleep, and enhancing physical and mental wellbeing. A 2011 
study from Harvard found that a mere eight weeks of daily meditation physically alters the brain's grey matter, increasing density 
in the hippocamus (linked to memory and learning) and decreasing density in the amygdala (associated with stress and anxiety). 
Pro athletes, from Olympic skiers to golfers to NFL players, swear by meditation as a means of sharpening focus and improving 
performance. 

Mindful meditation, or simply mindfulness, reaps big rewards for children, too. Research published in the Journal of Consulting 
and Clinical Psychology in 2009 found that adolescents who participated in eight weeks of mindfulness-based stress reduction 
showed an 80 percent reduction in mental health problems. A 2013 study in the Journal of Positive Psychology reported that low-

http://www.outsideonline.com/1746806/katie-arnold
http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2011/01/eight-weeks-to-a-better-brain/
http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2011/01/eight-weeks-to-a-better-brain/
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/30/athletes-who-meditate-kobe-bryant_n_3347089.html
http://www.mindfulschools.org/pdf/biegel-jccp.pdf
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income third-graders who participated in once-a-week sitting meditation, yoga, and breathing exercises showed a noticeable 
decline in hyperactive behavior and ADHD symptoms. Studies have also shown mindfulness to increase kindness, empathy, and 
emotional control in fourth- and fifth-graders and to ease school-related violent conflict by 65 percent.  

Not surprisingly, one of the biggest obstacles to introducing meditation curriculum in schools is time. "Meditation can seen as 
non-essential," says Norton. "Teachers are under so much pressure that it can be hard to justify taking the time out of the school 
day." In her classroom, Norton solves the problem by teaching mindfulness in short ten- to 15-minute intervals, which can be 
easily squeezed in between math, science and literacy lessons. At the low-income Burton High School in San Francisco, the 
principal extended the school day by 30 minutes to implement mindfulness. "The teachers themselves have to be interested and 
see the value of mindfulness," says Norton, who was awarded a grant by the Santa Fe public school district to pursue her training. 

Norton, who has been teaching first grade for six years and practicing meditation for more than 20 years, is one of hundreds of 
teachers nationwide who are bringing mindfulness training into the classroom. More than 90 schools in 13 states now teach 
meditation, thanks in part to nonprofit organizations likeMindUP (founded by actress Goldie Hawn), the David Lynch 
Foundation, and Mindful Schools, a Bay Area-based initiative that offers teacher training and structured curricula for kindergarten 
through high school.  

At the Visitacion Valley School, a public middle school in an at-risk neighborhood in San Francisco, suspensions have dropped 79 
percent since 2011, when the school implemented David Lynch's Quiet Time mindfulness program, consisting of two 15-minute 
sitting meditation periods per day. The principal at nearby Burton High School saw similar results after making time for 
meditation. Even school sports teams, like the boy's basketball squad in Mount Horeb, Wisconsin, are implementing quiet 
contemplation to find a competitive edge. 

Back in our little circle of ohm, Norton rang her bell, rousing us from silence. The children opened their eyes and began to stir. 
"You just did 90 seconds of meditation," said Norton, who's been leading her first-graders in two mindfulness lessons a week since 
attending Mindful School's training program in February. "What did you notice?" The kids chimed in: They'd felt squirming bodies 
and heard smacking lips and tried to follow their breath. Norton reminded them to sit with what she called "mindful bodies" and 
straight backs. "Be like a tree," she said,  "and reach your head to the sky." 

Despite its spiritual roots, meditation isn't strictly a religious practice. Mindful School's curriculum includes short meditation 
periods, followed by secular lessons like mindful listening, gratitude, and what it calls “heartfulness.” The day I was in Norton’s 
classroom she went on to teach a short session in generosity, asking the kids to think of ways they could be give others their time, 
love, and friendship, both at school and at home. Their homework: come back the next day with an example of how they'd acted 
generously.  

That afternoon, after we returned home from school, for the first time in her life, Pippa offered to do the laundry. She stood there 
piling it all into the washing machine and watching it spin, in a kind of ecstatic trance, while I looked on, equally dumbfounded. 

http://psychnet.apa.org/journals/dev/51/1/52
http://psychnet.apa.org/journals/dev/51/1/52
http://www.davidlynchfoundation.org/schools.html
http://thehawnfoundation.org/mindup
http://www.davidlynchfounndation.org/
http://www.davidlynchfounndation.org/
http://www.mindfulschools.org/
http://www.christiantimes.com/article/meditation.program.curbs.violence.enhances.learning.in.u.s.schools/50077.htm
http://www.christiantimes.com/article/meditation.program.curbs.violence.enhances.learning.in.u.s.schools/50077.htm
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This was the same girl who throws an epic fit when asked to pick up her coat off the floor. At school, Norton is noticing changes, 
too. "The children seem to settle more quickly after transitions," she said. "It's much easier for them to go from full speed to zero." 

It's pretty thrilling to imagine a future where all public school teachers are empowered and enabled to teach mindfulness as part of 
the regular curriculum. Until then, it's not as daunting as it seems to instill the basics at home. Start with just 90 seconds of quiet 
sitting together, inviting your child to tune into his breath, or yours, as he inhales and exhales. Kate Reynolds, a family 
psychotherapist and director of theSanta Fe Center for Mindfulness, likes the "rock-a-bye-baby" trick for calming little ones: put a 
stuffed animal on your child's stomach to help him focus on the rise and fall of his breath. Or help him tune into the present 
moment by doing a "five senses scan." That means paying attention to what he sees, hears, smells, tastes, and sees? "This one 
shows how the body is always in the present moment, but the thinking mind so rarely is,” Reynolds said. “It's fun to practice while 
eating dessert!"  

Another option is to have children send friendly wishes or heart-full thoughts to themselves and others, such as "May I be safe, 
may I accept myself, may I have fun times, may I have good friends, may I be peaceful, may I be understood, may I be happy." 
Finally, check out this video to inspire your kids to pause, take a breath, and wait for a good response.  

In the competitive sport that is modern parenting, raising a serene little Buddha can seem like just one more extracurricular your 
child has to master. But sitting with the first-graders, I realized it didn't matter if meditation improves test scores or athletic 
performance. These kids are learning essential life skills in kindness, compassion, and self-acceptance—qualities I wish I'd been 
exposed to when I was six. If mindfulness helps Pippa become a better listener, tame her occasional wild-child tantrums, or pitch 
in around the house without throwing a hissy fit, that's icing on the cake. She already has a major head start in the most important 
lessons in being human. 

 

  

http://www.sfmindfulness.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVA2N6tX2cg
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6 Tips for Teaching Yoga for Children With Special Needs 

 

Written by: Sheelah Rodriguez 

Somewhere on my journey to discover my passion and purpose, I was guided and pushed towards recreational therapy, yoga, meditation, 

and special needs. 

  

As life would have it, these ventures turned into a beautiful understanding—that yoga can transform the lives of those with special needs 

and be a support system for the loving caregivers who support them. 

  

Along this journey, I’ve learned some valuable lessons about teaching yoga for children with special needs. Here are some of them. 

1. Plan your lessons the same way you would for typically developing kids, but make 

room for lots and lots of flexibility! 

Sometimes, what an individual’s diagnosis states as limitations on paper doesn’t appear the same within a yoga environment. So 

plan your classes as you always do, but stay open to spontaneous changes, have adaptations in mind for each pose, and get to 

know your students within the context of your class. 

By doing this, you’re giving students the benefits of a fully engaged class (with lots of fun and momentum), but you’re not selling 

them short by playing it safe. 

2. Know your students’ physical limitations. 

Be open to having children in class who require additional physical assistance (walkers, limited mobility, hyperextensions, etc.). 

Just be sure you ask caregivers what movements they should not be making and what is not safe. 
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If you’re presented with a specific diagnosis, do some research and be prepared to know what physical movements the student 

can do and adapt the ones they can’t. 

Suggested Book List 

• “Yoga Therapy for Children with Autism and Special Needs” by Louise Goldberg 

• “Yoga for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders” by Dion E. Betts and Stacey W. Betts 

• “Yoga for the Special Child” by Sonia Sumar 

3. Props and visuals are your best friends. 

Verbal instruction can be difficult to follow for some individuals. Either we speak too quickly or the time to process is extended. 

They understand you; they just need some extra help. Therefore, props, pictures, and demonstrations come in handy. Picture 

decks of yoga poses are a terrific addition to class. 

In addition, consider having some images in 11×17 sizes and post them for everyone to see. If you’ve created a class theme 

(pirates, the beach, jungle, etc.), have relevant images printed, or physical props ready so students can have tactile interactions 

as they’re incorporated into class. 

Also, storyboard cards are a wonderful tool for developing yoga poses and developing class themes. My favorites are “Tell Tale 

Cards” by Blue Orange Games. 

4. Witness the little miracles. 

It is so easy to walk into a classroom and have an expectation of what milestones or “aha moments” you’d like your students to 

learn and develop. It’s a good attitude to have, but remember that sometimes, the small and minor changes are the most 

beautiful. 
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Keep the yoga mentality that “inches equal miles.” A small gain like paying attention for 2 minutes, trying a pose, or smiling 

during class may seem minor, but they could mean a world of change to caregivers. 

Stay positive and trust that you are having an impact; know you are making a difference, even if that difference isn’t entirely clear 

just yet. 

5. Ask for feedback. 

At the end of each series or class, make sure you ask parents and participants for feedback. Let them be your teachers. What you 

hear may be exactly what you expected, but more often than not, you hear things that are even better. 

So keep asking, keep adjusting, and classes will thrive as you become a brighter and more enlightened worker. 

6. Never underestimate your students. 

Keep the mindset that each of your students is capable of progress. Sometimes you need to adjust what progress means for 

them, while other times, you’ll be delightfully surprised. 

Always keep yourself open to the possibility that your students are capable, able to try and, despite what a paper diagnosis states, they are 

able to accomplish great things in yoga. 

*** 

 

Sheelah Rodriguez 

Sheelah is a certified Rainbow Kids Yoga instructor, a self-taught meditator and on her way to a graduate certificate in 

Therapeutic Recreation. She has over seven years experience working with children from ages 3 to 14 of all abilities. A self-

proclaimed Care bear, Sheelah’s energetic and joyful spirit contributes to fun filled classes while her kind and approachable 

manner help children feel at ease and supported.  
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Why Your Child Should Try Preschool Yoga 

Photo by Jamie Street 

So much of childhood today takes place at a breakneck pace.  Hurrying to after school activities, eating on the go, even rushing to bed.  When life is that busy, many 

adults turn to yoga for relaxation, tension release and to get on a path toward a healthier lifestyle.  But did you know that preschool yoga can be beneficial too? 

“Yoga helps foster healthy social and emotional development in children by providing positive, joyful interaction between kids, and also between children and their adult 

teachers,” explains Amanda McFadyen, a senior trainer for Rainbow Kids Yoga.  It also allows their natural exuberance to shine through in a way that isn’t always 

available to them once their playing competitive sports or even in gym classes.   According to McFadyen, yoga helps kids develop awareness of their breath, their bodies 

and their emotions—all of which is essential to self-care and wellbeing in adolescence and adulthood.  Other benefits include improved concentration, patience and anger 

management. 

But that doesn’t mean you need to force your preschooler to hold tricky postures or meditate in silence. Just the opposite! “Most yoga classes today for children are a 

blend of movement and music,” McFadyen explains. “They use stories and interaction to pull kids back to their imaginations and away from being dependent on 

technology for entertainment.” So if you sign up for a Mommy and Me class, don’t be surprised if you’re asked to hop around like a frog or bark like a dog.  It’s all part of 

kids’ yoga’s focus on being in your body and moving it, which is especially important to children ages zero to six whose gross motor skills and vestibular system (which 

contributes to a sense of balance) are rapidly developing. 

And the idea is catching on.  The first National Kids Yoga Conference took place in September 2014 in Washington, DC., bringing together yoga teachers, educators, 

school administrators, studio owners, parents, mental health providers and young people all keen to explore how to keep introducing yoga into kids’ programming and 

daily lives.  Also on the rise: kids yoga birthday parties, yoga camps, mobile kids yoga studios (that can come to your home, school, play group or community center) 

and kids-only evening yoga parties  (where parents drop off then slip away for a night out).  Prefer to get started at home?  Maybe try a kids yoga DVD. 

Above all, getting into yoga at a young age helps kids to key into themselves—to know how their own bodies feel when they’re at ease or stressed, and to learn their own 

limits. “Kids who do yoga end up with strong self confidence,” explains Michelle Mitchell, Executive Director of YoKid, a non-profit that provides yoga instruction to 
children and teens from diverse economic backgrounds.  “They know how to interact with others, and they know when they’ve personally reached a point where they need 

to seek out relaxation or help for a physical or mental challenge.”  

And who wouldn’t want that for that for their kids?! 

http://smartmom.co/preschool-yoga/jamiestreet.com
http://smartmom.co/expecting-moms-try-prenatal-yoga-classes/
http://smartmom.co/expecting-moms-try-prenatal-yoga-classes/
http://rainbowkidsyoga.net/
http://yokid.org/about/yokid-facts/
http://yokid.org/about/yokid-facts/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vestibular_system
http://conference.yokid.org/#event-description
http://www.blisskids.ca/#!creative-yoga-camp
http://glowyogakids.com/
http://www.yogabuttons.com/programs/kids-yoga-party-nights.html
http://www.namastekid.com/products/kids-yoga-dvds/
http://yokid.org/about/why-yokid/
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About Harmony Kids Yoga Company:  

HARMONY KIDS YOGA OFFERS:  
1. Kids Yoga and Mindfulness Workshops for Educators, Families and Healthcare Professionals 

2. Online Kids Yoga Store offering: Breathing Balls, Yoga BREAK for Classroom Cards, Yoga Pretzel Cards, The Mindful Corner Signs and 

Workshops, Eye Pillows, Yoga Themed Books and more  

3. Harmony Kids Yoga Video Series 

4. Free You Tube Kids Yoga Channel  

5. 95 Hour Yoga Alliance Certified Registered Kids Teacher Training  

6. Yoga Workshops for Children and Families  

7. Yoga for Conferences and Large Group Events  

ABOUT HARMONY KIDS YOGA FOUNDER & DIRECTOR  

Jennie Abbot is the Founder and Director of Harmony Kids Yoga. She is a Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT) and Registered Children's 

Yoga Teacher (CYA-CYT) with the Canadian Yoga Alliance. Jennie is also a Color Me Yoga Children's Yoga Teacher Graduate, and a 

Rainbow Kids Yoga Certified Instructor. She has more than 10 years' experience as a children's dance teacher. She has also completed 

Yoga for the Special Needs Child and Safe Anatomy for Children courses through Marsha Danzig, founder of Color Me Yoga. Jennie has 

taken Mindfulness Training through Dr. Dan Siegel, Author and Executive Director of the Mindsight Institute. Jennie's life's passion is 

sharing yoga with children to offer the tools of mindfulness, self-regulation, stress reduction and the ability to bring harmony to the 

body, mind and heart, so children everywhere can lead vibrant and fulfilling lives. 
 

www.harmonykidsyoga.com       info@harmonykidsyoga.com 

mailto:info@harmonykidsyoga.com
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PART TEN: GUIDED RELAXATION FOR EDUCATORS  
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CONCLUSION  

Yoga and Mindfulness Tools Support Preschool Aged Children… and positively impact the Educators that teach them!  

Preschool Yoga and Mindfulness are the foundation of healthy social and emotional development in children. These tools help 

children to foster a new awareness of their breath, their bodies and their emotions—all of which are essential to self-care and 

wellbeing as they grow into adulthood.  Educators that offer their students these tools will also benefit by improving 

connections, developing concentration, and anger management, creating a calmer and more cohesive classroom. Yoga and 

Mindfulness skills are beautiful gifts that early childhood educators can offer to children for improved wellness and healthy 

lifelong habits! 

For Yoga and Mindful Kids Tools for the classroom such as breathing balls and singing bowls, please visit  

www.harmonykidsyoga.com  

 

Thank You!   


